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2nd Year in a Row

Safari Ltd Wins
Dinosaur of the Year
®

Miami Lakes, FL, December 15, 2014 – Safari Ltd®, a family-owned manufacturer and worldwide distributor
of museum-quality, educational toys, is excited to announce that for the second year in a row, Prehistoric
Times magazine has awarded Safari Ltd® with the award for Dinosaur of the Year.
Prehistoric Times magazine is a publication that caters to both retail stores and individual dinosaur
enthusiasts. Their staff and retailers chose our Wild Safari® Monolophosaurus as the 2014 Dinosaur of
the Year. There was an abundance of reasons for why the staff and retailers chose this figure as the winner
according to editorialist, Randy Knol.
“Not only does the figure fit into the 1/40 scale that collectors like, but it has accurate anatomical
features, highlighted by realistic paint so kids can recognize the species while they play.” Randy Knol,
editorialist for Prehistoric Times.
Safari Ltd® is a third-generation, educational toy company whose mission is to teach children the importance
of nature and its conservation through the joy of play.
About Safari Ltd®
For more than 30 years Safari Ltd® has been a leading manufacturer of innovative, educational Toys that
Teach® specializing in authentic, hand-painted figures.
Safari Ltd® has licenses with the Carnegie Museum of Natural History and the Monterey Bay Aquarium to
produce scale model dinosaur and sea life collections, establishing itself as a serious figurine company for
children and collectors alike. All products exceed global safety standards.
Safari Ltd® philanthropic contributions cover a wide variety of local and global conservation efforts, including Big Cat Rescue, Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden, the Humane Society of Greater Miami Adopt-APet, the Marine Mammal Center, the Nature Conservancy, National Eagle Center and the Sierra Club. For
more information, visit www.safariltd.com.
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